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.tl. STUDY OI1, RE-J:i:V.~:\.:PO:?. ... ~TION NUCLEI 
Classical considerations of the evaporation of a 
homogeneously nucleated drOl)let in an atmosphere of low 
humidity, indicates complete evaporation of the drop. 
ExperL~1ental results however, shov; that there is J.e:rt 
behind a residual nucleus that is quite stable. uondensa-
tion occurs on these nuclei at co.L:lparatively low super-· 
saturat;ions. 'Using a SJ!ecially instru:nented cloud 
chamber, e:Xlierimental procedures are cles cri bed which 
attempt to investigc:.te some o:f the properties o:r these 
nuclei. Various possibilities causing this s·tabili ty 
. are examined and compared to the experimental results 
obtained. 
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1. Int:eoduction. At a ti::.ne when yesterdays 
miracles are today co.mnonplace; vrhen .man has the pov:er 
to literally change the shape of the earth, the old 
adage still holds, that wl1ile everyone tallcs about the 
vreather, no one c1oes anything about it. The science of 
meteorology has been primarily concerned ·with yredicting 
rather than influencing weather petterns. The most 
accurate proc1ictions hov1ever still leave us at the mercy 
oi"' stor:ms and droughts. It is estimated that there is a 
13 
total of 10 tons o:f water in the at,•DSJ/r.:.ere and yet o. 
cuarter of the land nmsses have insufficient rainfall. 
The average rainfall is about 40 11 per year1 . Three 
quarters of this falls over the oceans and is wasted.~ 
:wany land areas that have adequate annual rainfall receive 
it at the wrong time of tllO year. The :~;roblem is thus 
coml;ounded ancl becomes one of needing the rigl1t amount at 
the right time. 
Clouds are the visible evidences of the delivery 
mechanism of rainfall. TechniQues as varied as observa-
tions of the soaring patterns of birds, to television 
pictures taken from Tyros satellites, have all been used 
to investigate the movements of air masses and clouds. 
Airplane flights through cloud :formations have yielded 
2 
in:Cor.c:1.ation such as vmter Gontent, c>ro~J sizes and tem~erct-
ture c.ro.Dicnts. Hadar soundings are used to detern.ine the 
size oJ..-. vrater dro~9lets ·within clouds, thereby indic<::lt:Lng ir~ 
the condensation process has progressed far enough to yield 
2 
rain • '11hese, ar:1ong other experiments, have presented a 
good :!)icture of' the rnacroscopic events of' the hydrologic 
cycle. There are processes hm1ever, that ere basic to this 
cycle which are not fully understood. At the ~Jrese:::t tir:te 
there are significant c1iscrepancies between theory e.nd 
experiment regarding the microphysical -processes of' conden-
3 
.1... • S8.Lol0Il • 
. \.n average cwnulus cloud seen on a summer day consists 
of' tiny dropJ.ets o:r -,·rater about 10 :-;Jicrons in rccdius, ·with 
4 
a density of about 100 drops per cubic em • This structure 
is remarkably stable. A study of' this stability and 
ultimately methods of destroying this equilibriur;l ett the 
appropriate time, v'lill result in paving the wa~c to signifi-
cantly inJ:-.luencing the vveather. The early :promises of' 
cloud seeding experiments in 1946 by Schaeff'er and Langnuir 
have not led, e,s vias expected to successful control of' 
1 
rainf'all . The science of' cloud modif'ication is still in 
its infancy. li'u.rther l::nov.rledge of' cloud behaviour and 
preci}?ite:tion mechanism may suggest nevr possibilities and 
techniques. 
2. Types of Nucleation. Precipitation or condensation 
r.1ay be initiated in two ways. One is by the introd.uction of' 
J 
:Coreien phl"'ticles into the vr::~tor va::~or to act as condensa-
tion centers. This is teraed hetroceneous nuclecltion. 
11'he other consis'Gs en-tirely of vmter vapor rn.olecules 'N!lich 
collect to :t·or:m a sufficiently lare;e cluster. This 
cluster acts as the condensation nucleus ond the resulting 
nucleation is termed homogeneous. t.Lonogeneous nucleation 
does not take place in the atmosphere. 
There is in the atHlOSphere an abundance of foreign 
5 
nuclei • These nuclei play an i.m.portant :t:1art in the pro-
t:) 
cess of cloud i'ormation and resulting p::;:ecirlitation • 
7 
J:'letcher' s Theory of hetrogeneous nucleation utilizes 
the basic concepts of the liquid drop theory of homogeneous 
nucleation. The latter has existed i'or nearly 30 y-eal,s and 
has not yet been adequately veri:Cied. 'J!hus an understand-
ing of atmospheric conclensation depends upon e, comprehension 
o:r the homogeneous nucleation process which is, :Physically 
speaking, the simplest of the condensation yrocesses. 
3. Heviev; of Past Work. A }Jrogrs.111. V{as initiated at 
this institution in 1962 to apply the best knovm cloud 
chamber techniques to the study of condensation phenomena. 
A highly instrur:1ental cloud chamber ·.-.Ji th nunerous uni-.~ue 
f'eatures has been built. Allard and Kassner developed a 
basic technique for measuring homogeneous nuclection r~tes. 
8 
Pack\.v-ood studied the thermod:y-na:mic characteristics o:L tl1e 
cloud chamber and established the best operating :parameters. 
Schmitt9 further extended and refined the techni~ues 
4 
involved in 111al<:in.g homogeneous nucleation rate measurements. 
10 
In 1961 0arstens end L1nicum. m.ade some attempts at 
verif'ying the existence of re-evaporation nuclei with 
the :first ope:ro.till.B model of the cloud chamber. Experi-
mental dif'f'icultief3 made the interpretation of' these 
experiments somewhat uncertain. Allard repeated these 
experiments with a more sophisticated cloud chamber, but 
laclced a means o:r determining su:persaturations, 1'dth z.ny 
degree of precisio~. ~his work is a more comprehensive 
study of' the evapo:r:-ation :properties o:f liquid droplets. 
5 
CI-Lt~.:ETJ~R II 
u:;I:FINITION OF TERMS 
1. l:i01i10geneous i\IUcleation. 'Nhen a gas-vapor mixture 
containing dust is cooled, dro:pwise condensation readily 
i'or.ms at small supersaturations. However if' dust and 
ot?wr cata.lyzing influences are absent, it is f'ound that a 
consider2ble degree of supercooling is required in order 
to initiate spontaneous condensation. l!'or homogeneous 
nucleation it is theref'ore assumed that s:pontar:eous fluc-
tuations in the density of' the vapor give rise to clusters 
11 
of' vapor molecules v;hich serve as centers for condensation. 
2. Olassical ~icuid Drop Theory of' ~ucleation. Since 
the condensation process is dependent upon the presence of' 
some form of' nuclei, the classical liquid drOI) theory of 
nucleation is based on a dete~uination of the probability 
of' occurrence of suitable clusters of vapor molecules, and 
their subseq_uent probability for growth or decay. It is 
asswned that these clusters are formed as a result of' 
collisions betv1een the vapor molecules, ·where '."lith each 
collision there is a :probability that the molecLlles .;:night 
sticlc toc;ether rather than rebound. 
Nucleation theories thus include such terns as accom.r:lo-
dation coeff'icients or sticking probabilities that a.o not 
lend themselves readily to either theoretical prediction or 
12 
experimental measurement. Grayson has tabulated the 
nucleo.tiion rate e uations of' 
13 l.J!-
15 16 
Zelcl.ovitch , Volmer 
Becker-Doring , Farkas 
17 18 
, J?arley , Sander-Dar:Jkohler 
' 
, and 19 
li'renl::el Comparison o:r tne pre-exponential teriilS indicates 
the :freedom of' choice in the theoretical developments. 
3. Bulk Free EnereiY· It is the spontaneous tendency 
of thermodynamic systems to assume a state of lm·Jest l)Ossible 
Gibb's free energy. By def'inition the Uibb's :tree energy is 
F=U-TS+pV 
A change in the free energy of the systen is thus 
df = vdp- sdT ( 2 -I) 
i''ig. 1 shovrs a l)lot of' Gibb' s free energy as a f'unction of 
the vapor pressure ct constant ten2;;erature. If a pure varJor 
nt point _;_:,, is slm7ly cora~:)l'Gssed it vrill follo\'i the curve as 
indicaterl u.p to 110int B. J?urther com1;ression should yield a 
change to the liquid 1::·hase and. a continuation of' the system 
along BD. Hovvever in the absence of particles of the lic:.uid 
phase, the only route to smaller Gibb's free energy is via 
dro]JVlise condensation. In the f'or.mo.tion of clro~)lets, the 
free energy of' the system is decreased by an amount proror-
tional to the 1.'1.-:tss of the nolecules removed i'r·om t~:.e vc:tpor 
}}hase ccnc1 includ.ed in the lic~uid phase, and increased by the 
surf'c:we free energy of the interface between t.nis liq_uid e.nd 
the surrounding vapor. Since the factor due to t11e surf'ace 
energy is larger than tllat of the volwne, for embryonic drop-
lets, the system v'rill follow the metastable extension B. C. 
The preferred state thus lies a :finite distance avray but may 






















































































4. Su;persaturation. The supersaturation o:f a system 
is de:f:'ined a.s 
S = ..L P. • 
Vlhere is the actual vapor density and 
(2-2) 
is the e(}.uili-
brium varor density of' the vapor over a plane sur:face of' 
8 
the lir;uid phase. In order to express S in more measurable 
CJ.Uantities, consider a closed volume v1 , initiaJ.ly at a 
temperature T1 and pressure P1 , saturated vrith a vapor whose 
density is fi. 
expansion then :-
I:t' the system undergoes an adiabe;.tic 
a) The temperature is lowered to T2. 
b) The volume increases to v2. 
c) The number o:f r:.1olecules of vapor 
remain constant 
I:f there is no condensation then 
. P, VI = p 2 V 2 . 
The :final vapor density is thus given as 
Pz = PI[~]. (2-'3) 
Using the ideal gas law 
N 
p = v 
the density may be v!Tri tten as 
- _fL 
- k T I 
vrhere Pv is the vapor pressure. Substituting this expres-
sion along with (2-3) into (2-2} yields 
s = ~~ · Pz ( 2 - 4) Pvz P, ' 
vrhere P,1 is the equilibrium vapor pressure at Tl and 
P,2 is the equilibrium vapor pressure at T2 . 
9 
5. Su.r:face l!'ree Energy. lc,.~olecules in the center of' the 
small particle of' the lic1uid are more or less in a state of' 
equilibrium. There are :rorces of' attraction b;:r nearest 
neighbor rn.olecules on all sides. Those on the surf'ace hov1-
ever are attracted inv.rard due to the inbalance of' :forces. 
The liquid droplet, in absence of' any other perturbing 
:forces will thus assume a configuration o:f rtinLnum. sur:race 
area, in vrhich each sur:race molecule is subject to a strong 
inward pull perpendicular to the surface. If additionc>.l 
molecules are added to the spherical droplet work must be 
done to move the sur:race outward. 'l;his work is noted e.s the 
surf'ace :rree energy. 
6. uri tical .d.adius. Consideration o:f the therr11o-
dynamical properties of small spherical droplets oi' tne 
20 21 
liquid phase was first made by Gibbs and Thompson • 
The change in free energy of' the system as g molecules 
condense to .form. a spherical cluster is considered as the 
sum of' a volume and sur:face contribution, 
(2-5) 
where Fv and FL are the free energies per 11.olecule of' t.:J.e 
vapor and liquid phases respectively. .r:"or an isothermal 
process, from equation {2-1) 
d ( FL- F'l ) = ( v- v) d p ' 
where v is the volume per molecule in the vapor and v is 
the volwn.e :per Ftolecule in the liquid phase. Since 
v << v its contribution is negligible and can be ignored. 
Using the ideal gas law then 
-NkTdp 
p 





.t!'rOLJ. the de:f'ini tion of supersaturation, if' P. is the vapor 
-pressure initially and p the vapor pressure at the 
surface of the drop, the change in free energy nmy be 
written as 
( F.., - F v ) g = - n R T In S . 
'.L1he total change in free energy of the system is thus 
~ F g = - n RT In S + 4 U r2.a 
= - !.nr'~...o RT InS - 4Trr2a, (2-6) 
3 I M 
where (T surface free energy 
r radius 
f density of the liquid phase 
i>l molecular weight 
R gas constant 
r1• temperature 
Maximum or minimum values of ll F are found by setting 
d(llF) = 0. Using r as the variable yields the uibbs -
Thompson formula, 
fRT InS 
2aM • r = • (2-7) 
10 
11 
r* is the critical radius for a particular supersaturation. 
ks will be discussed later, nuclei larger than this critical 
size ;)ossess a creater probability 1'or grovlth, Y.cllile those 
32,-a.aller than this size al~e UEste,ble and J_:;·Ossess a greater 
probability for evaporation. Table I lists the critical 
rac1ius or embryos for various supersaturations of Ylater 
vr:_:_por. 
TABLE I 
CHI'riCAL 1\UCLEI SL:C~S 
<..""1 
IJ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
r"' 17.0 10.7 8.5 7.5 6.6 6.0 5 • r,7 
g* 695 17Ll- !37 55 40 31 .. ) / '~0 
g* is the a1)proximate number of' molecules of' \rater vapor 
re•:.uired to f'orn a nucleus of the a::_)propriate size. Also 
f'rom. equation ( 2-7) vre can define a critical supersaturat:i.on 
at which, nuclei of' radius r* vdll e,rovv. 
Thus 2CTM 
pRTr• 
e • (2-8) 
Because of' exponential relationship bet~een ~ and r, slignt 
changes in r are re:t'lected as re.tller large di1'1'erences in G. 
Thus, even though the clustering of' molecules is a probaba-
listie event, there is a rather sharply def'ined =~,oint at 
iNhich homogeneous nucleation sensibly begi~ls. Experi.I:1ental 
observation agrees with theoretical prediction in that 
;.:22 
homogeneous nucleation begins at a value of' .S near 4.2 
12 
7. uetrogeneous l'jucleotion. dhen f'oreign nuclei c,re 
introduced into the vctpor phase, the :problem becomes one of' 
consiclering the forBation of' a critical vlater nucleus on the 
;:3 
suri'e:~ce of the :fo:ceie;n r)article. Ruedy statES t11.at it 
has been determinecl e:x::qerirnentally that dust particles one 
half' the critical radius, are lOCY;& ef':fective in producing 
condensation. Some doubt as to the range of' the validity 
5 
o:r this statement is raised by 1u.ossop who indicates that 
extremely small e..iken nuclei are relatively inef'f'ective at 
lov: supel~saturations. 'l'he f'act that i'oreign nucleents rio 
lovJer the energy barrier however, suggests the. t f'orces of 
adhesion assist in the f'ormation of droplets on such nuclei. 
2L;. 
VolJ:ner pr01)osed a modification of the Gibbs-ThoJJJ.pson 
equation to account for changes in f'ree energy due to 




'.!!he droplet is approximated as a small portion of' a 
lJ 
SDhere of' radius r contacting the :plane at e.n angle r& 
{see :B'ig. 2). The :fo:r.-ces at l!Oint A are in equili bri1..l.I;l. and 
thus 
(2-9) 
vrhere the subscripts re:Ler to the media betvreen ·wnich the 
surf'ace tension is considered. The change in tlle f'ree 
energy of' the system is now 
6F = A &.v ~v- V'-f ~T In S 
The areas and voluin.es AL..,, A LC:. and v '- are 
ALV = 
A a..~ = 
v'- = 
2 TT r ~ ( I - cos .fl) , 
1Trz.( 1- cos2.fl), 
I ~( t 31Tr 2 +cos s/Hl- cos 9). 
Substituting cos ~=m and using equation (2-9) the surface 
f'ree energy terms become 
2. 
F(m) = (2 +m)(l- m) , {2-10) Let 
then AF = n tF( > _ n. sF(m) eRT Ins '"'q:,.r m 3 r 1M · (2-11) 
Since the droplet is in equilibrium between its liquid 
surf'ace and the vapor, then as in the case of' homogeneous 
14 
nucleation 
r* = ~RT InS • 
I~ this expression is substituted into equation (2-11) 
ror the change in ~ree energy 
6F = a11 [ 2CTM l~(m) _ ;[. r fRT InS l [ 2 CTM 1~( ) 
-fRT In sJ 3 ~ M ] ,t»RT lh s] m 
16 TTcr1M 
= 3 (fRT In S ) 1 • 
F(m) 
4 • 
This is the same as that :Cor the .homogeneous case exce:pt 






Since the contact angle can range :rrom 0 to 180 then:-
Thus 
1 ~ m ~ -J. 
o ( f{m) .( l. 
• 
• 
'£he roreign sur:race thus has the general property of' re-
ducing the :Cree energy necessary to rorm. a crit,ical embryo. 
7 
Fletcher modi:ries this approach to consider the 
f'oreign surf'ace to be a snall sphere. The l;roblem is 
approached in the same manner though f:eometries are more 
complex. His :r (m) reduces to:-
a [ x-m J + 3mx g -I 
15 
2 J. g = (l+x -2mx)a., 
r X=-and 
r* 
Using thls value in the nucleation rate law yields 
J = 
~F· [ P 2 2 _ .J - kT [< 21T m k T )'k . 41T r r J e . 
Fletcher plots the cri ti.cal supersaturation ratios 
for the nucleation rate of water vapor on a foreign particle 
of radius r. The curves are reproduced 1n Fig. J. 
16 













~I m= 1·0 
10-6 10- 5 
RADIUS (ern) 
FIGURE J 
Critical supersaturation for heterogeneous nucleation 
17 
Bef'ore stiudying the properties of' re-ev&:!_loration 
nuclei soro.e consideration is given t.o theories and ex::_;eri-
:;.-.lenta.L results pertaining to the evaporation process. 
1. EvauoraJGion Rates. .!:.''rom kinetic theory the 
average velocity of' the gas molecules is given by 
v = J 3~T . 
Considering a s:7stem of' vapor at equilibritun with a 
plane surf'ace of' its liq_uid :9hase, the mass of va:9or 
m.olecules striking the liquid sur:race per unit aree per 
second can be vrritten as, 
Vlhere 
M = fV = f J 3~T 
= P.rWr 
f> : density of vapor 
M = mass per molecule 
k = Boltzmans const. 
'1: = absolute t e1.ar-e rat t1re 
pv • vapor pressure 
Assw.ning that each molecule that hits the surf'ace sticks, 
then this should also equal the rn.ass evaporating :from the 
2 0 
liquid phase per em per sec. For water vapor at 23 0 
2 
the evar)oration rate is thus calculated &s 0.11 g.ms/ciG.jsec. 
.. 21 
or about 4 x 10 molecules/sec. 
15 
molecules however only allow 10 
The size of' water 
to be present in every 
18 
sq_. cLJ.. o:r sur:race asswuing close packed spheres. 'l1hUS the 
average li:re tiLle of' each molecule at the sur:face is 
-6 
approximc. .. tely 10 sec. 
The theoretical evaporation rate as predicted only holds 
it' the nolecules evaporating are removed f'rom the neighbor-
hood oi"' the surf'ace as rapidly as the~r are evolved. 
Experiments to measure such high evaporation rates are 
25 
dif'i'icult to perf'or.m, though Knudsen has measured rates 
:for mercury in vacutun which indicate that this approach is 
substantially correct. 
lueasure:ment of' the evaporation f'rOiil a pan o:f water 
open to the atr:J.os:phere and at room ternperature yields a 
much lower rate. In this case, water molecules leaving the 
surf'ace collide with air molecules and return to the liquid. 
Thus one is not measuring the rate or evar;oration, but the 
rate or dif't:usion of' water molecules avmy from the liquid 
vapor inter:face. 
26 
Langmuir used this approach for determining the rate 
o:L' evaporation of' small drops. As a boundary condition he 
swp:posed the equilibrium vapor pressure was In.c'1.intained at 
the surface of the drop. .l''rom this he arrived at the result 
that the rate of dindnuation of surface should be invariant 
27 
in time. Rie calculates the evaporation rate f'or water 
3 droplets of' 10 A using the diff'usion theory, and predicts 
28 
complete evaporation in a :rew seconds. Ivionchick & Reiss , 
however, point out that while Langrn.uirs rule can be confirmed 
19 
f'or cJ:t•ops o:,:· :Cairly large size, it is ine<dc:Y;uate in circwn-
stances such that the clrOJ? rac1ius and the mean f'ree :pr:: th of 
a cJ.if':fusing vapor molecule are comparable CJ.un.ntities. .l!'or 
spherically symmetric l•'ick' s lavr <Iif'1~usion the concentration 
gracdent at the drop varies inversely v;ith the racUus 
S\l.Uc;.red. rl'his grB.d.ient I"urnishes tl1e driving :f'orce for 
the removal o:f vapor molecules, thus for small drops the 
evaporation rate must be quite large. Under these conditions 
the <1rop is not able to maintain an equilibrium va:por concen-
tration even at its ovm surface. 
2. Evanoration Experiments. 
i Ice Crystals 
29 
Gourley and 0rozier reiJort that the evaporution rates 
o:t.' submicroscopic ice crys·t.als are much lov;er than predicted 
by theory. 
"Small ice crystals, f'orr:led by spon-
taneous sublimation in nuclei-free 
air were suspended in a strongly 
dessicating ati;"lOSphere for a time 
far longer than should have been 
suf'ficient for their complete 
evaporation. Though they decreased 
in size belovr the minimum size for 
visual observation, their presence 
was denonstrated by tl1eir ability to 
nucleate visible ice particles when 
ex-oosed to a supersaturated atmos-
"" 
sphere. In reDresent&tive 
experiments, ice :rorrrlng nuclei 
remained after three hours." 
ii Water Drops 
20 
Gudris and Kulikowa conducted evapor.;.~tion e:x:r>eriments 
of \Vater droplets using a modif'ied version of the bilikan 
oil drop a})llaratus. Their results shovred that initially 
dro~s evaporated rapidly but eventually reached a stable 
size which persisted f'or several hours. Several gases 
were used in the experiments. •il1en hydrogen vras substi-
tuted :t'or air, the drops became invisible .,,iithin 2-3 
minutes. Since the apparatus rec;_uired that visual 
observations be made on the drop to ensure thc.t it 
sta3red in the areG. between the electrostatic plates, these 
drops were "lost" and no COllli.""J.ent could be made as to 
whether they stabilized at a sub microsco:pic size. J.i'ig. (4) 
shm'lS three curves of' evaporation rates. Gurve 1 is f'or 
a hydrogen and air mixture, curve 2 is for air, and 3 is 
for co2 . As can be readily seen the stabilization size is 
dependent upon the nature of the "host" gas. 
iii Mercury Drops 
31 
Ireland , investigating evaporation properties of' 
mercury drops, drm'IS the conclusion that the surrounding 
gas is adsorbed on the mercury surface to give f'il:ms 'iThich 
are probably one molecule thick. Such contamination was 
irreversible and could not be removed at ordinary 


















































3. Droplet Stability. Several theories have been 
11ro};;osed to account for the stabilization of evc.:;:)orating 
droplets. None have been adequately proved or disp~oved. 
There are isolated facts ·which can be used to support 
eac:n. of' them. 
22 
4. Variations in CT. Thompson sugges·ced that surface 
tension vras a .function o.f droplet radius. l:.~ost treat.r. ,ents 
assmne that bulk values of Uhold dovm to cluster sizes of 
the order o:r 100 molecules • As in the development oi' 
equation (2-1) the change in free energy due to surf'nce 
ef'f'ect is 
AF5 a: 41T r'J,cr • 
Assuming AFs = constant , 
tl:_en (T a: I r• 
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the ~in equation { 2-1) ) 
r 
then In S = 
r • 
0 for constant :eree 
this complete term in place of 
.1L '[2 0" + dO"] 
fRT r dr • 
Plotting values o.f ln S versus r yields a curve as 
shovvn in Fig. ( 5). The dashed curve is for CT11 constant 
at bulk value. Droplets that are of the a::)lJropriate 
size and at the exact supersaturation to fall on the 
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FIGURE 5 
variation in drop stability due to changes in surface tension 
l'J 
\....) 
a supersatur~rted. at.r:1osphere ar:.d ~:till continue to grm·.;, 
while those under the curve r.;ill be in a <lossicating 
24 
ati:10SIJhere and start to evaporate. If the curve ])ro:posed 
b:l ThornJ)SOn is good, then if a drop grovrs to a large size, 
Bin J?ig.(5) and then the supersaturation reduced to one 
. ' 
it \'·.rill evaporate U...'"ltil it reacLes A where it '·:.~ill be 
stable. If the surface tension is considered constant 
the dashed line holds and the drop \'Jill evaporate 
completely. 
In most developments o:f nucleation rate e(~us.tions 
the comr:tent is made concerning the probable error in 
32,33,34,35. 
using the bulk values of' surface tension. 
however there is no general agree.i1.ent as to hovr cr de:_--:encls 
34 
upon radius. 'l•olman calculates that the surface tension 
-7 
of water droplets of 10 c:ms. radius is about 205;;7 lower 
than the plane surf'ace value and continues to decroase 
quite rapidly f'or smaller drops. Experiments with thin 
f'ilras also j_ndicate a change in the surf'e,ce tension com-
36 
pared to the bulk value. McHof:fie and Lenher report 
chanses in vapor pressures over thin i'il.r:ls o:f vmter va:por. 
Hov1ever their observations ca~1!2ot be directly correlated 
to small dro}JS since tt:.ey also note that these chane;es 
are also de:pendent upon tlle material of' the SU})port. 
33 Mason :reels that variations betvreen experinentally 
determined nucleation rates and theory is more de:9endent 
upon such factors as latent heat of condensation and 
25 
VE~}":~or depletion and that bulle values i'or cr may be asswned 
-7 
1'or dl~oplets .Lluch s.r;:;.aller than 10 c.r:1s. radir:.s. J:ie is 
37 
SU.J:)port;ec-:.. by Do.vis ancl Hicleal v1ho feel that bulk vetlues 
of o- are gooc5. do-rm to clusters of' 10-20 nolecules 
because of the ll:l.&ny other f'actors ,.hich 
influence tlle nucleation rate it ·ould seem that no 
c1ei'inative information as to the dependence of' cr on droplet 
size ;,;ay be obtained from nucleation experiments. Serious 
objections ~o ThomJ:)sons theory seem to be based not ur)on 
the ef~ect it has on the stabilizing of evaporating drops, 




5. Electrical Double .Layer. 'rhe 1i.ell:1lwltz double 
layer theory 'i'.raS :r,L_~st presented. in 1C79, and f'orms tl1e 
basis of' understanding l')heno.::..eEa such as the stability of' 
fogs and clouc~s. '.L'he extreme outer layer of' a liquic1 ci.rO}') 
is covered with dipoles with the negative part pointing to 
S}}r_:we and. the :positive lXtrt.s tm·;ards tj:~e center. Thus tv;o 
SF•all vmtcr drops :r·e:;Jel one cmotl:.er ·when in close p:coximity 
oven though both are electrically neutral. I..arge droplets 
unite by collisions because of their large inertia Dnich 
overcomes the repulsive force. 
~later, like otner liquids, lacks long runge order, but 
in the snort r~:~n[~.e order of its :molecules it .'~as a si.rn.i-
2-
larity to silica. 
by four protons. 
~ach 0 ion is tetrahedro.lly surrounded 
40 Heyl there:Lore suggests a. structured 
?6 
stab1lity will develop as the droplet becoE~s increesingly 
s .. n.rtller :u'd. tno crystalline-like nature o;: tlle ou"c.or 
layer predoninates over the liquid nature of' tlle interior 
volume. 
6. ImDurities in the dro;p. Since the va:por pressure 
over a droplet is greater than the vanor pressure of the 
41 -
sa1:1.e lio_uid in bulk La Mer suggests that sustained 
eq_uilibrium bet'neen droplet and ·the nether phctse can only 
be achieved by the droplet containing some non volGtile 
solute. ~hus as the drop evaporates, the concentration 
increa:::;es until the va}!or :;_n·essures e;·1uili brate. 
CHA.PTl~R IV 
1. The Exnansion Chamber. The cloud chamber f'acility 
reflects many hours oi.' work of' the progras:1 clirector and 
41,42,43,44,9 
27 
previous students. Several rJ.odii'ications were 
n~ade hOY'lever during the course of' this research which have 
significantly improved its sensitivity and versitility. 
The im:rrovements r.1entioned were made over a period of' two 
years and. Yrere the joint ef'f'ort in most cases of' the rE";search 
group. 
2.Noise Level Because of' the complex ot' expansion 
vc.lves, and the associated timing circuits, cor01110n mode 
noise prevented taking f'ull advantage of' the e:x.:pe.nded scale 
tec11niq_ue in ra.aking measurements. HUlll-bucking on each 
signal line helped some but the slightest movement of' any 
cable introduced noise problems again. The anS\'TeJ:.' was f'ound 
in double shielding all signal lines and providing a corm:1on 
ground f'or all components. Three six f'oot roc1s were driven 
into the ground about four f'eet apart. r.rhese 'vere connected 
to the chl;-~.m.ber support tower with 7;:6 copper cable. A 1; inch 
copper rod was run through the bottom of' the cabinets housing 
the eJ.ectronics, this roc1 vms connected to the grounding 
system and provides the systerns ground. 
3. Constant Temperature Reference Bath. Fluctuations 
in room temperature, es:pecially during the hot summer months, 
1re:r.'e a ::.:~ource o:l' c:;..nno~rance in trying to reproduce conditions 
:for eXJ:icrL·,ents : .. ade over a period of' several days. J\. 
r:.~ethod of therm.ostating the chamber vms devised using 
thermocouples as sensing units and meter relays i'or con-
trolling heating elements. A ther1.1ocou:ple ref'erence bath 
v;as set up so that the reference ter:werDture v:as close to 
the ter.1:porature of' the control tl1ermocou.ple junction. 'l'he 
bath consists of' a two liter dewar in a foam insulated box. 
{Plate 1) A sn~ll motor driven stirring rod, a precision 
mercury thermostat, a one watt light bulb and e• c8.J_ibruted 
thermometer are suspended along vrith the the:c·moco:.J.IJle 
junc·tions into the v;ater J~illed devmr. The r,mrcury therno-
o 
stat w~s adjusted to 25.00 U and wired through u 
trrmsistorized relay circuit to operate the light bulb. 
Hoom. temDerature is maintained as closely as possible to 
() 0 0 
20 c though at times it varies i'rorr. 19 0 to 23 \..i. Reaclinbs 
in t~he water bath taken at random times indicate that the 
heat produced by the light bulb is adequate to naintain 
0 
bath temperature within ± .05 G. 
Resistors mounted to t.ne steel base of the cha:·:lber 
control tho.:: \Ja tcr tenr)er::: ture and :_c;_ ~:r-.mll fun blo':m hcs..t er 
is used to warm the enclosure above the top glass. 'l.'he 
side walls are kept clear of' condensation by wra?ping a 
low wattage ribbon heater around tJ.l.e u:)per part. The 
tem})erature gradient is monitored b;sr a thernocouple be-




c1il'ectly by a Kiethley milli-microvoltmeter. The output o:L 
t.;:te J.;,.ieth.Ley Plilli-.::i1icrovoltHeter goes to a meter relay vlhich 
cont.rols tJ1e terl:;_>erature of' the enclosure above the top glass. 
0 
Gradients of' 1.00 ± .01 0 were maintained during the authore 
experiments . 
4. Photographic Tech..."1ioue. Tests made with various 
:film and cteveloper combinations indicated best resolution 
could be obtained using h.odak Shellburst :film developed in 
Acuf'ine Industrial developer. The camera turret was rebuilt 
to accept tvro micro - Hikkor lenses. 'l1he resulting in}?rove-
ment in the f'irst films taken with these lenses was dis-
aJ)pointing, ho·wever f'urther investigation sno~·;ed tihe problem 
lay in the :fil.m guide and pressure plate system. 'l'he :fil.m 
.,Has held between two glass :plates and the image f'rom the 
lenses had to pass through the front glass plate. Internal 
re:flections f'rom the glass surfaces and scratches ·worn in 
the glass added to distort the image. The filrQ guide 
system was removed anc replaced vlith a redesigned version 
that eliminated the f'ront glass yet still holds the f'iLm 
plane. 'l.'he resulting system has yielded. negatives of' 
consistent high quality. Droplet densities of 500 per 
cubic centimeter as shown in Plate 7a can be readily counted. 
It must be remembered that the q_uality of' prints is ahvays 
considerably less than that of the oriBinal negatives. 
5. Illumination system. Examination of the flash 
44 
tubes after experimental work by Allard and also by 
31 
9 
Schn>...itt shovred that tlle silvering had burned of'f' directly 
behind the slit opening. ~he flash tube boxes were thus 
modii'ied by making clip type holders to i'acili tate the 
rer)lacement and f'ocusing of' f'lash tubes. 
A profile of the light bea~ as it traversed the center 
of' the sensitive volume, was mapped by removing the chamber 
top glass and emptying the liquid, and inserting photo-
graphic sheets and f'lashing the lights manually. Plate 2 
is one of' the cross-sections obtained and indicates the 
shar:rmess o:e the beam (no filter). Transmission :filters 
were used in f'ront of' the f'ilm to determine the sharpness 
of' the edge of' the light beam. 
A grid of' 1 centimeter squares was made f'rom 0.0004" 
diameter vdre and inserted in the chamber and photographed 
by the camera in its normal picture taking positionf 
Plate 3. 'l'he resulting negative 'II'TaS projected in the 
permanently mounted viewing systeLl. Knowing the actual 
size of' the enlarged projection and the thickness of' the 
light beam, a scaled grid was dravn1 on the viewing screen 
such that each sq_uare represented one cubic centimeter of 
sensitive volume. 
1'he original camera steJll>ing circuit was designed to 
take 22 successive stereo pictures. For an exaninatLon of' 
re-evaporation nuclei only three 2:-:ictures at the most were 
needed. The stepper relay was thus modified with stop and 
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grcu:n.r:led. I:;XJ:)eri.ments in ·i:.his series we:c·e c011ductcd with a 
i'i ve .f'rame seg_uence, vihere the f'irst o.nd lust :t':c::L·J.es v;cre 
blanks and included so that there vrould be no overla:!)ping 
or: :pictures betv..reen expansions. 
6. Flash Power Sup"Pl;l:> During the initial experi-
ments the armature of the motor-generator, used to charge 
the capacitors for the f'lash system, burned out. A power 
su~J:ply using t\\fO mercury filled recti:Lying tubes in 
parallel, was built. Besides having the advantage of a 
more easily controlled output voltage it has t.he ndditiO!lO.l 
f'eature of being silent and vibrationless. Also it con-
SUJ."'!les appreciably less pov-Ter than the ole!. notor generator. 
7. Uharging valve. Any SlJC,ll cavity in the 
sensitive vol1lllle is u cause of' spurious nuclee.tion eff'ects. 
The sudden lowering o:r the pressure during the cycle causes 
a localized over-expansion producing a "poo:t.'" of' heavy 
droplets. The original charging valve had thus been 
modified as in j:!'ig. ll b. 'l1his had eliminated the cnvi ty 
but the valve would not hold pressure over a period of' 
several hours. 'J.'he valve stem was redesigned as shovm 
in :J/ig.ll c. '!'his design, besides eliminatine; the cavity 
also produced a valve which will hold the :pressure constant 
1'or l)eriods of tvro or three weeks. 
8. Drop Counting 'J:echnic.ue. One of· the bottlenecks 
to the analysis of' any quantity o:r data is the counting 








been used ~Qreviou.sly ancl vrere e:!.'f'ecti ve :Cor lov1 drop counts. 
ll.t nir,;her rates however they were tiresome end inaccu:.'<. te. 
Using this technique it vms not uncorn:r.'lon f'or ·t.wo people 
counting an identical area to di:fi'er by lO;·a, at counts of' 
3 
100 d:~eo:ps / ern • 
.1\n electric :pencil was built and is shown in Plate 4. 
The drops shovm are drawn in so that tb.e photograph could 
be taken, thoueh they are to scale. ~he pencil point 
contains a fine contact. As a drop is touched this con-
pletes tho circuit to the solenoid operated counter. ~he 
response time of the counter is faster than one ccn O:'_)ero..te 
the pencil, thus the countinr; procf;eds just as rapic1ly as 
the o:;,'lerator can touch the drops. using this instrwnent 
drop counts up to 500 per cubic centhrleter have been m.ade, 
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USE O:B, I • B • H. C Ol:}J?UT:SR 
A bottleneck to data evaluation in the past hcs 
been the hand calculations required to determine the 
supersaturation f'or each expansion. 
3q 
. ~ 
1. Calculation Of' Supersaturation. The basic data 
provides a trace of' the initial and final pressure ~ulse 
in the sensitive volume along with the initial ten;_)erature 
of' the vapor. 'l'he supersaturation is determined by use 
of' equation {2-4). The initial vapor pressure m.::'lY be 
1~5 
found in the International Critical Tables using the 
cloud chamber liquid temperature. In order to f'ind the 
final te~perature in the gas-vapor Irrixture it is necessary 
to use the appropriate initial temperature, deter:c·J.ined f'rom 
top-bottom gradient, f'or that volwne of' the vapor VThich 
falls into the illuminated strip after the expansion and 
the adiabatic relationship, 
Tt = T, [*] 1-~ ¥ 
This is further complicated by the f'act that 'I has to be 
calculated for a mixture of' water vapor and helium and in 
9 
each case 'I is temperature deJ.;endent. Schlilitt discusses 
a method of determining this te.21perature dependence of' 
r for water vapor from temperature-entro:py c1iagrai11S. 
His results are shown in ..l:!'ig.6 and .l.'·ig.7. 'l'he sam.e 
technique used with teaperature-entro:py tables f'or helium 
46 
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FIGUPE 7 




due t>o the limited accuracy of the tables, (figs.8 & 9). 
It was felt that the extreme temperature dependence of X 
for helium as shown by this graph vras rmrealistic. .i. . ann 
c1oes indicate that a smoothing technique was used to mci.l(e 




Data from experiments by Schneider and 'llhiecsen 
are plotted in l!'ig .10. 'l'he averaged values obtained for 
f'rora the tables by Mann do agree with the e:x:perinentally 
0 
deter.rtlined values of Schneider and Thiessen at 22 0. 
Since theoretical predictions would indicate helium to 
behave more like an ideal gas the experimental results were 
used. Using appropriate values f'rom these grapl1s the 
48 
eff'ective lf, of' the mixture is calculated from Richarz 
f'ormula, ~..;.I_. P .. &o 
v I P .... --. .. , • (5-2) 
uM;;, ·-
To avoid the excessive time needed to analyse 
rrJB.ny expansions the author develo:ved a :program for use vrith 
the I .B .L.. 1620. 
2 • .9 ompu t er Program. Examination of pressure cali-
bration graphs ronde by :previous researchers, and co~parison 
with many calibrations made throughout this series of 
experiments indicates that while the intercepts vary over 
a small range randomly the slopes are consistent. rt was 
thus decided to.write the program so that it would include 
the average slope of all previous calibration curves. The 
only calibrating needed to process a series of expansions 
e e 
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FIGURE 9 
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vwuld thus be a clefinition o:r one intercept. 'l'he completed 
proc~ran is included along vlith a sample set of dc'..ta in the 
Ar·penclix I. Var)or pressures over a ten~Jera t ure ranc;e from 
0 0 
30 G to -10 G are f'ed into the computer nemory and cnlleCi 
l'"'or at the a:ppropriate point in con:rmting an e:f:t'ective lr: 
fLlld the !"'inal SUlJersaturation. Eq_uations for the tem:;;era-
ture dependence o:f k', both :for ·,vat.er vapor nnd lleliw:l <u·e 
included. The drop count is, of course, not c~1puted, but 
~as to be included with the input data. ~ts inclusion in 
·the :p::..·ogr<:-.:.m lYCovic.les a conplete record of' n given ex:,,erL.ent 
in the co:m:puter output. All in1;ut data :for ·0he co>~:.~)uter 
consists of 0irect readings from the instrumentation of the 
cloud chamber. Galibration pressures are read in tcr~ill of 
inches of' vrater :t'rom. the r..olsman gauge, a separate entry 
corrects for atmospneric pressure. Pulse ~ressures are 
untered Eu3 incncs of c;alvanometer de:flect:i.on fro.:..1 the visi-
o 
corder record and tem:~-'eratures are entered in C. ) .. ppro:priate 
111anipulations to convert this data to the correct dimensions 
are included in the program. lt Vlill process 40 seyarate 
expansions and print out results in 2.75 minutes. over 
500 expansions v-rere co.nputod during tlle course oi' these 
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CH.API'ER VI 
EXPERII.IEHTAL PR OGl{;DURJ""l: 
A method or· studying re-evaporation nuclei was :f'irst 
49 
suggested by Kassner 'l'hese experiments are verv cL.t':ri-
" 
cult and require the :f'ull capability or the apparatus. 
Ex};erin:.ents were numbered consecutively and totalled 12 
in all. complete records of each experiment nay be ~ound 
on file in the cloud chamber :racility. Representative 
experiments are described below. Omission of a particular 
experiment indicates that the procedure w~::~.s substantially 
the same as the :previous one, with minor changes in some 
o:r the parameters. 
1. General description or apparatus. A cross section 
of the chamber is shovm in Figure 12. During operation 
o:r the chamber the quiescent or ready position or the 
piston is about haJ.:r ·w~y between its extreme limits or 
travel. It is maintained in this position by compressed 
air monitored to the pneumatic chamber below it. A 
mercury manometer connected to this lower chanber, v1ith 
arpropriate electrodes controls a bleed and purge valving 
system, to ensure a steady positioning of the piston, 
a:rter each chamber cycle. Additional specially designed 
solenoid valves, connect this lovrer chara.ber to a variety 
of 1")ressure tanks • Pressures in these tanks rcmge from 
50 psi to a vacuum. Also a manifold or small valves vent 












Cross-section of chamber 
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0 I a 8 4 
SCALE IN INCHES 
Ol)erating the ar;1;ropriate valves. The open time of' the 
ve.lve cleter:.~:..ines the degree of the piston motion ancl the 
Vfillre orifice and tank pressure determines the sr1eed. 
The :wain timing unit allov:s a complete seflUence of' 
48 
va:J_ve operations to be :r,;rogrammed. 'rhe resulting cycle 
co.n then be re1)eatec1 indef'initely. J\. complete descl'i])tion 
of' the equipment and the associated vs.lving and tiLJ.ing 
45 9 
circuits is given by Allard , and Schmitt . 
Fig. 13 shov;s the type of' 1)ressure trace ::.)roc~ ucGcl by 
sever':<l basic sec:uences of.' expcmsions &nd com}Jressions. In 
each case the dotted axis reln~ese,:__ts the reac":.y pressure. 
ward a com1):res~:oion. The SJ:Jeed of· the piston motion may be 
judged by the severity of' the slope of' the trace. 2~g.13-a 
represents a f'ast e:x:r)ansion v;hich VJould produce hor:~ogeneous 
nucleation. This pulse is f'ollowed by a short reconl~lression, 
which lov:ers the supersaturation enough to shut of'f 
nucleation. The level portion represents a steady pressure 
and during this period the nuclei have time to grm·1 to 
visible size. The chamber is then returned to its ready 
position by a short com})ression. :Fig .13-c represents a 
short :Last expansion to a relatively low supersaturation 
i:.rhich is maintained f'or a period of' appro:xinately three 
seconds and then terminated by a com1)ression. :J:'ig. 13-d 
indicates a f'ast compression :lollowed by a series of' short 
:last expansions back to the ready position. During this 
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Types of cycle for chamber 
no sensible hoiDOf;~eneous nucleation occurs, though any 
suitable nuclei ])resent ',/ill be condensed upon anC. the 
resulting clroglet -.'.fill have time to crow t.md fall into 
the liq_uid. 
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'l1h0 com11ression shovm in .i.<'ig .13-d is r'"'ollowed by a lo~ 
slov.r expansion, back to the ready position. The :r!iston 
travels at a :::3peed of' a.:;!proxirnately • 01 c.rr.:S per second. 
At such a slo"~s speed, the che.nge in volume and :pressure is 
essentially an isothermal process and the chanber does TlOt 
become su.perso.turntecl. The ap~ ror;ria te e:~.c _; ust. ent:::; of t.i;e 
instrmnentation were made so that an;;r combination of' these 
basic cycles could be run in sequence. .:.:or examiJle (b) 
f'ollowed by (e) consists oi' a f'ast expansion terr;:inatecl by 
a :Cast over co;::::.'ression and then f'ollm·red by a long slow 
return to the ready r)osition. During the descri1:;tion of 
the experiments frequent reference will be made to these 
basic cycles. 
2. Description of' Ouerating ?rocedures. Bef'ore each 
ex:;:eriment (with one exception which will be noted later) 
the chamber was thoroughly f'lushed with helium. ;.e11is 
p1·ocedure consisted of f'illing the sensitive volume v;ith 
heliwn to a pressure of' two atmosp,:eres. Then the pressure 
vms reduced to one atnosphere by bleeding the gas-helium 
mixture out to the room. Repeating this ten times thus 
reduced any impurities to 0.19b. After the final purge, the 
:pressure in the chamber was adjusted to 550" of' water and 
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the charging valve closed. 
J. Experiment I. A complete valve seC'uence as proposed 
by Allard44 is shown in Fig.l4. Several days were spent in 
an attempt to program the chamber to execute this seauence 
consistently enough to take meaningful deta. The first 
pulse presented no problem, however the second expansion 
designed to observe the re-evaporation nuclei 1".'as too 
erratic. It was finally decided that the problem lay in 
not being able to reproduce the long fast recompression 
accurately enough. Checks made on the timing circuits 
showed that they were reproducing faithfully. A possible 
spastic element was the spring loaded plunger in the 
solenoid valve. Thus the return spring in the valve \~as 
replaced with a stouter one which improved the shut off 
characteristics but gave it an unpredictable delay in 
opening. Additional windings were added to the solenoid 
to give a more positive pull. 'I·he increase in the back 
e.m.f. as this coil shut off resulted in a failure of the 
capacitor used as a contact protector and the subsecuent 
destruction of the timing relay. At this point this 
particular seC'uence was abandoned. 
Analysis of these problems in retrospect, indicates 
possible problems from the gas dynamics in the vicinity 
of the valve orifice at the large flow r8tes involved. 
4. Experiment II. Since re-evaporation nuclei ':.Jere 
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tlle cycle into tv.ro l)O.::..>t. 'rhe f'irst part -,;ould r·ro(iuce 
lloJ,~ogeneous nucleation and time for dropJ..et grov,"th :follovwd 
by a i'ast coni>ression to evaporate all drops c.nd then a lo;1t; 
slovf e::<q)ansion back to the ready }:losi tion. 1Jurine; this time 
the eq_uilibrium toill:porature end var;or distribL~tion v:ould be 
re-established. ~~om the ready position a search :for the 
re-eva:poro.tion nuclei rrould consist o:r a sec1uence .::~s shown 
in l''ig.l3-c and .t.•ig.l3-d. '.L'his would allow a g:ceater pre-
cision in the search pulse. 
Exrunination of .films tal~en during this series shot'led 
very t:ew drops appearing in the search pulse even though 
tiw generating pulses showed :fairly heavy drop counts. 
Visual observation .from the side of the ch:tmber shovred that 
by the time that the drops had grovm to photogral;ho.1Jle size 
they Yrere also :falling quite ra:::;idly. 'rhe majority o:r the 
drops had thus :fallen out into the liquid above the piston 
by the time the compression cycle started. 
5. Experiment III. To circumvent the ~)roblem oi' drog 
f'all out, it ·was decided to generate the homogeneous 
nucleation vdth a :pulse and then recompress im.medio.tely. 
In trial runs, bef'ore actual data was taken, no drops 
were seen during this generating and evaporation pulse. 
'l'here.fore the generating pulse vms not }_)hotographed and 
the number of' nuclei produced was estimated by using 
9 
Schmitt's nucleation rate curve :t'rom an analysis of the 
The Search -nulse in .t''ia .1 'l-c and Fig· .13-d pressure trace. .!:' ~ .J 
' 
wus set to yield a supersaturation of about 3.0. 
He-evaporation nuclei appeared in every search pulse, 
though examination OI" the data J~'ailed to shm'; any correla-
t. ion betvieen the predicted r:umber of' re-evapora tion nuclei 
e;enerateo. and the number of droplets observed in the 
search. 
6. Exneriment rv. Tv;elve expansions vwre Ttlade using 
the seq_uence of a single :;;)Ulse f.'ollowed by a ~Jeriod oi" 
Fig. 11-d. These were to be used to double check against 
the Schmitt rate law. '1'he next tvrenty sets of expansions 
were prograriLled as in EJQerim.ent III. The !i'lE',zimum super-
saturation of the search pulse vras lowered ·with each 
successive expansion. 
The drop counts from 10 o1" the i'irst 12 se(].uences did 
not ag.ree with those predicted by Sclu:litt' s empirical 
curve, ancl once again there was no correlation betv1een 
nuclei genera ted ancl. drops counted in the search pulse. 
Supersaturation in the search pulse ranged f'rom 3.1 to 
2. 0 and seemed tio have no ef:Cect on the number o:f re-
evaporation nuclei returning. Examination o:C the visi-
corder charts {Plate 5) shov,red t~-:at the :Clash tubes were 
firinc at dif'ferent times f'or each cy·cle. Investigation 
in the camera showed that the support webbine t·or the 
rnagnetic bral'(e had sheared. '.L'he film was, thus coasting 




cam vrhich operated the flash microswitch. Hepair of the 
ca.:m.era corrected the problem. 
'7. E . •:xuer~ment VI. Since the flash timing evidently 
has such an ei~I~ect o th b n e nu.m er of drops photogra~)hed it 
was decided that a complete set of runs should be m.c-;,de, 
V·There the expansion would be kept constant and the camera 
timing varied. 
li'orty eight expansions were made and the cumera timer 
vras ad jus ted to take pictures over a rc:.nge from 0. 05 to 
to 0.52 seconds after the start of the generating cycle, 
(l•,ig.13-a and Fig.l3-d). Analysis of the ini'orm.ation from 
the visicorder charts showed that the genero..~ine pulses 
ranged about a SUl!ersaturation of 5.2. A plot of' drop count 
3 
IJer em versus time :Lor the expansion in the range S = 5.15 
to 5.25 is shovm in Fig.l5. '£he optimUlil time indicated vras 
.24 sec. At both extremes the drop counts f'luctuated 
drastically. Drop counts f'rom pictures taken at 0.24 sec. 
f'or other sunersaturations shov.recl similar consistence. It 
,J;; 
vms also noted that the droplets were most evenly distri-
buted on pictures taken 0.24 sec. after the generating 
pulse, (Plate 6) • Since the caraera seq_uence was set to 
take three pictures at 0.08 sec. intervals the timing Y:as 
adjusted to take the f'irst picture at 0.16 seconds after 
the start of the expansion. 
8. · t ·vri ,,..r-tth the camera sequence set at Exuer~men . H .... 
* 
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Homogeneity of drops 
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the re-eva:poration nuclei and slowly return (about three 
ninutos) to the ready :::)osition, then undergo a search 
pulse to look f'or them. It was decicled to let the camera 
take pictures during both the generating and the s·earch 
::·ortion o:t.' the cycle rather than disturb the timing by 
switching the camera o:t.'f' during the generating pulse. 
From the resulting film. it was found, that while the 
dropJ_ets were not visible to an observer looking into the 
chamber, they were recorded on the second t'rame of the three 
11icture seq_uence. 'l'he f'irst f'rame was clear as wo.s the 
lE;.st. Using drop counts obtained :from this picture o.nd 
comparing theL1 v,rith counts in the f'ollowing searc:n :pulse 
the data shovm in table II was obtained. 'l.'here is an 
averct(;e return of' approximately 70~b. 
Considering the many variables involved 1 the per cent 
return is q_uite consistent. During the generation process, 
the piston is driven up1··mrds rapidly, to adiabatically cor:l-
press the sensitive volume and thus evaporate t:-:.e growing 
droplets. l•:.i.easurements o:f the distance travelled b~r the 
:piston sl1ov,r that the sensitive volume is reduced by 30)<~ 
during such a compression. Assuming t:nat tLe droplets have 
an even distribution and that they are large enough so that 
they are not :forced upvmrd by the gas motion, then a:r.pro:x:i-
rnately 307o of' the drops should be swept out by the liquid 
piston. Thus the approximate 70~'o return correlates \<Vith 
the 307~ loss, indicating that re-evaporation nuclei are 
Supersaturation Number Su'J'ersaturation 
Generated 
I 5.12 26.6 1.75 ' 
5.o6 17.8 1.73 
5.09 24.3 1.74 
5.06 28.0 1.74 
5.09 29.1 1.71 
5.09 22.7 1.62 
Average return 71% 
- --- --- -------~-
TABIE 2. 



















lOOja e:f:Lecti ve as condenst:J.t:Lon centers at supersaturations 
E,bove 1. 7. lw return is recorded at S= 1.4 indicating a 
possible "critical" supersaturation somev1here betvreen 
these limits, that ··,.;·auld be similar to that f'or homogeneous 
nuclea.tion. 
Using the liquid drop theory to predict tho approxi-
rru:..t.te size of' tho;::;e nuclei yields value i'or "t;he radius of' 
0 
22 A. 
Go.::lparison o:f the number of drops COU.LJ.ted during the 
generating rrulse '•li th those predicted from Schm.i tt 's curve 
shov:cd that the count \Vas consistentl;>r lon. Hepeti tion oi' 
the experiment vri tll tho generating pulse held at a high 
su}:;ersaturGtion long enough for all nuclei to gro,:r, ;;lielC.ect 
results in agreement ·,fith previous vror};:. 'l'his indicates 
that o:1ly those drops growing to visible size are producir..g 
re-evaporation nuclei. 
'l'he degree of' recoml:Jression was changed in an attenilt 
to see i:L the f'inal temperature had any ef'f'ect on the re-
eve.l)Oration nuclei. 'l'he highest ten:perature rcac!1ec. vras 
0 
73 C. Higher compressions r,;ere not tried since at this 
point the saf'ety valve was opening. Blocking the safety 
valve vms considered hazardous since on a :previous occasion 
the glass chaLlber hac1 exploded. The loviest temperatures 
0 0 
vrere between 30 and 40 C. Contrary to expectations the 
higher ter.J.peratures indicated lOO~·a return, ( allo':.-ing f'or 
portion swept out), while the lower temperatures brought 
62 
bacl::: about 505~. A possible explan[ition could be in the 
that Yrith a s.:;laller tera.])erature increase, the drop-
lets evan. orate mol~e sl", .. 'ly, t· u 11 · .,.. 
_ ,_,. ll s a O'-'ang many O.L them to 
£all into the liquid before they are sufficiently reduced 
in size ·Go reL~ain in suspension. 
9. E:X:1)erirn.ents ~'"I and li..II. Since indications are, 
that the stability of the nuclei has something to clo vdth 
the age or the initial drop, the possibility of absorption 
or helium molecules on the surface of the drop V.'Ets con-
sidered. If this is the case, then chansing the inert 
gas should produce a noticeable erfect on the proporties 
of the re-evaporation nuclei. 'J.'he solubilities o:r heliwct 
and argon in vm ter are shovm in J:'ig .lcJ. 'l'hese values 1·rere 
50 
taken from data by Lanning and indicate that argon is 
aJ:;Droxim.2tely four times more soluble than helium. A 
du})licate series of' experir.1ents was planned using l•.elium 
in the f'irst and argon in the second. 
A series of generating pulses and search cycles was 
IJeri'ormed using helium in the chamber. Immediately a:fter 
this data vms taken the helitm vms replaced by argon. 'rhe 
argon was fed into the sensitive volune to a total pressure 
of' two atmospheres, allovred to stand one minute and then 
vented bac1~ to one atmosphere. rl'his :flushing procedure 
was repeated twenty times. Assuming equal n:i:zing of' the 
gases in the chamber this reduced the He. content to one 
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gas. The final pressure of argon in the chamber vms 
a(ljust.ect. to the same ve.lue as that of the helium :1reviou.sly. 
The pressure galvanometer was checked and found to have the 
sar1e calibration. A similar set of' experir:;.ents vms .made 
and the data recorded. 
ln processing the data to cor1pute the SU})ersaturations 
a vaJ.ue of 1.667 was assumed i'or l for argon. 
The effect of' the gas on the per cent return of dro~s 
on re-evapor<;~tion nuclei was inconclusive. Rough unalysis 
sho·ws about an eightfold. increase in the total nucleation 
in argon over that in helium for similRr generating pulses, 
(Plates 7 and 8). 
rresent nucle:tion theory docs not iEclude cny con-
sideration of' the nature of' the host gas. At the rresent 
time further viOrl,;: along t.his line will be deferred until. 
a closer examination can be civen to the properties of 
argon and in particular the deviations in t due to the 









Nucleation in argon 
CHAPTER VII 
EFFSCT OF HIGH FIELDS UPON.RE-EVAPORATION 
NUCIEI 
Schmitt 9 had reported production of nuclei from 
sharp points on the clearing field wires. These wires 
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had been carefully polished with "crocus" paper before any 
of the present data was taken and none of the effects that 
he noted were observed. 
1. Effect of charge on re-evaporation nuclei. The 
following experiment was conducted to see if it was possible 
to produce charged re-evaporation nuclei. An 18 gauge copper 
probe was inserted into the center of the chamber, Fig.l2. 
This center probe was connected to ground and the clearing 
field ring to plus 2500 V. The chamber was pulsed to pro-
duce droplets by homogeneous nucleation and i_mmecHately 
recompressed to evaporate the drops. The clearing field 
voltage was then turned off so that if any charged re-
ev8pora tion nuclei were pre sent they would not be Slt.r3pt 
away while waiting for the chamber to slowly return to its 
pre-expansion condition. A search expansion yielding a 
supersaturation of about 2.0 was used to look for re-
evaporation nuclei. A cleaning cycle followed the search 
pulse to re-eouilibrate the chamber for the next series of 
expansions. Subseouent examination of data showed no 
significant difference in drop counts in the search pulse 
as compared to experiments without the high electric field 
durinc tho production of tho original droplets by 
homogeneous nucleation. i,ione of the spurious cloud 
ef'fects reported by ::ichmitt were noticed. 
2. The H~lo Effect. The experiment was repeated 
leaving the clearing :field on during the complete cycle, 
in an atterr1pt to determine if' the re-evaporation nuclei 
indeed were charged. 'l'he initial pulse and compression 
were identical to the previous run, however during the 
search pulse a rather pronounced halo appeared around the 
central probe. J:olate 9 shows the initial stage and the 
68 
resulting groilvth which seems to travel through the chc.•.;:1ber 
in a vrave like pattern. Repeated search pulses, without 
cleaning in between produced the halo ef'fect each time but 
with an increasingly heavier distribution of' general back-
ground. After a halo had been produced, it was :found 
necessary to repeat the cleaning expansion f'our or .five 
times to eliminate all nuclei f'rom the chamber. 
rn an atteTipt to see if the method of' producing the 
re-evaporation nuclei had any effect, a standard generating 
cycle was employed vrithout the high potential. 'l'he search 
uulse was then made with the 2500 v potential a2,::9lied to the 
... 
probe. The halo exhibited the srune features as previously. 
As a final experiment, a generating cycle without the 
clearing field, was f'ollowed by a second generating cycle 
vtith the high voltage on. 'fhe :photograph of the resulting 
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The data obtained and results recorded are ·oreliminarv 
- ~ 
in nature. .i\'lany parameters were varied in an atterapt to 
get a general picture or the properties or re-evaporation 
nuclei. The results indicate· several areas which should 
receive a more intense investigation. 
The results may be summarized as f'ollows:-
a. The re-eva1)oration nuclei are stable over the three 
minute period used during these experiments. Occasionul 
checks n--.nde :lor longer intervals indicate tl-~eir })resence 
after 30 minutes but absence after five hours. \>hether 
they decompose or are captured by the liquid in the charwer 
is not knmvn. 
b. Re-evaporation nuclei are eff'ective as condensation 
centers with supersaturations of 1.7 for water vapor in 
heliu...-rn., and with even lower supersaturations in argon. 
It vlould be of interest to lmow their efficiency with air 
as the host gas. 
c. Some questions have been.raised as to the role oi' the 
inert host gus in the nucleation ~rocess. Further work 
with a one component, liquid-vapor system is suggested. 
There is a possibility that re-evaporation nuclei may not 
exist in such a system. 
d. The halo effect is especially interesting. Enough 
expansions were made to show the sequence of events and 
indicate the influence of electric fields on the nucleating 
75 
ef'f'icien.cy of' re-eva})oration nuclei. 'l'he experiments 
11er:f'ormed indicate the possible importance of' re-eve.110rf~ tion 
nuclei in the production of' rain f'rom thunder clouds. 
·variation o:f paraineters such as the intensitJr anc1 :polerit:/ 
o~ the electric :field, the shape and positioning of' the 
electrodes, the nature of' the host gas, along -. .:ith ~leasure­
ments of' currents vvhich might f'lm·v between electrodes, and 
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APPENDIX I 
C BP=BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 
C TB=TEMPERATURE OF BATH 
C TGWB=TEMP. BETWEEN BATH AND WATER IN CHAMBER 
C GRAD=TEMP. GRADIENT FROM GLASS TO WATER 
c 
DIMENSION VP(350),TF(l00),S(l00),TF2(100),0RP(l00) 
11 FORMAT (F6.3,13F5.3) 
12 FORMAT (6F10.2) 
13 FORMAT (12,213) 
14 FORMAT (I 2) 




900 FORMAT (lX,4HDATE,lX,I2,1H/,I2,1H/,I2,3X,14HEXPERIMENT NO.,I2///) 
901 FORMATClH+,9HEXPANSION,6X,l5HSUPERSATURATION,9X,llHTEMPERATUREJ 
902 FORMAT(64X,llHFINAL TEMP.,l2X,lOHDROP COUNT//) 
903 FORMAT(l6HCALIBRATION DATA) 
904 FORMAT(lH+,lX 9 24HINCHES INITIAL PRESSURE,6X,13HINCHES FINAL) 
905 FORMAT(46X,8HPRESSURE) 
906 FORMAT(6X,27HTEMP. OF WATER BATH =9 F7.2) 
9_0]_ __ FORMA_Tj_~~27HTEMP. OF WATER IN CHAMBER =,F7.2) 
908 FORMAT(6X,27HTEMP. GRADIENT IN VAPOR =,F7.2) 
909 FORMATC6X,27HBAROMETRIC PRESSURE =,F7.2) 
998 FORMAT (1H7) 
999 FORMAT ( 1H 1) 






READ 11 9 (VP(J),J=1,350J 
READ- 15~Io;u.f;IY~ LEX 
READ 12, BP 
READ 12,TB,TGHB,GRAD co 1---' 
c 
c 









PRINT 906 9 TB 
PRINT 907, TWC 
PRINT 908 9GRAD 
PRINT 909 1 BP 
PRINT 904 
PRINT 905 
DO 60 N=l,NUBl 
READ 12 9 XI,YI,XF,YF 
YIA=YI+8P 
YFA=YF+BP 






--DO 70 M=l,NUB2 
READ 13 1 NEXP,NRAPI 1 NRAPF 
RAPF=NRAPF 
RAP I ::::N-R.lPI 
J=TW*l0.-2631. 
VPI=VP(J)*.53523 
---APf:-reM I *RAP I /100. +81) 
APF=(EMF*RAPF/100.+8f) 
GAM=l./(VPI/(API*(GAMW-l.))+(API-VPI)/(API*(GAMH-1.)))+1. m 1\) 
A= CGAM-1.) /GAM 
l=NEXP 














GO TO (200,201,202,203,204),MI 
200 READ 14 9 NUB1F 
DO 205 N=1,NUB1F 
READ 12,X1,Vl,X2,V2 




·--D::..:O- .310 M = 1 , N=-U_::B::..:,2=F,..--------
READ 13,NEXPl,NRAPl,NRAP2 
RAP2=NRAP2 








201 CONTINUE co . \. .... } 
c 
READ 14,M2 
IF (2-M2) 203,204,210 
210 READ 14 9 NUBD 





















107 IF(96-L) 50,100,50 
100 PRINT 999 
PRINT 998 
-- ---- P lfi NT 9 60-, L:--:D=-,-=-L-=-=M-, L,.....,.Y.,._.,-=-L-=ex,...,... 
PRINT 901 
PRINT 902 
50 PRINT 16,L,S(L),TF(L),TF2(LJ,ORP(L) 
·co 
+:-
C INITIAL CONDITIONS 
c 






































DATE 3/12/65 EXPERIMENT NO. 7 
EXPANSION SUPERSATURATION TEMPERATURE FINAL TEMP. DROP COUNT 
1 5.033 -4.82 o.oo 13.90 
2 5.103 -4.98 o.oo 28.20 
3 4.999 -4.74 o.oo 13.40 
4 5.102 -5.00 o.oo 21.10 
5 4.999 -4.75 o.oo 11.40 
6 5.034 -4.80 o.oo 12.50 
7 5.068 -4.90 o.oo 16.80 
8 5.070 -4.86 o.oo 12.10 
9 5.066 -4.95 o.oo 19.80 
10 5.101 -5.02 o.oo 19.00 
11 5.168 -5.23 73.08 26.20 co ~ 
DATE 3/12/65 EXPERIMENT NO. 7 
EXPANSION SUPERSATURATION TEMPERATURE FINAL TEMP. DROP COUNT 
12 1.716 12.66 o.oo 17.30 
13 5.102 -5.01 73.07 17.80 
14 1. 707 12.80 o.oo 14.50 
15 '5.135 -5.11 72.83 24.30 
16 1.717 12.71 o.oo 20.10 
17 5.102 -5.02 72.85 28.00 
18 1.717 12.72 o.oo 20.50 
19 5.202 -5.33 72.60 35.80 
20 1.245 18.52 o.oo 1.50 
21 5.111 -5.17 72.87 29.10 
22 1.679 13.14 o.oo 20.50 OJ OJ 
23 5.171 -5.16 72.98 22.70 
DATE 3/12/65 EXPERIMENT NO, 1 
- -------------------------
EXPANSION SUPERSATURATION TEMPERATURE FINAL TEMP, DROP COUNT 
24 1.586 14,06 o.oo 15,60 
25 5.204 -5.29 72,93 33.80 
26 1.560 14.41 o.oo 18.10 
27 5.134 -5.13 73,01 30.20 
28. 1.613 13.78 o.oo 12.80 
29 5.168 -5,23 72,63 25.10 
30 1.451 15.72 o,oo 6.70 
31 5.206 -5.25 72.53 32.70 
32 1.218 18.87 o.oo o.oo 
33 5.206 -5.25 72.90 30,00 
34 1.212 19,01 o.oo o.oo ()) 
·{) 
35 5. 203 -5.31 72.96 36,60 
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